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Active Reader Book 3

Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 1: Terry Fox

PUT YOURSELF IN ANOTHER’S SHOES

Terry Fox: His Story Online

Have students view online video clips and listen to online news broadcasts about Terry Fox. 
Good places to start searching for video clips are at www.youtube.com and www.cbc.ca. Also, 
ESPN (Entertainment Sports Programming Network) offers a 9-minute video, which can be 
accessed through YouTube, that tells the story of the Marathon of Hope. The CBC Digital 
Archives website offers radio broadcasts with Terry Fox. After the student views video clips 
and listens to radio broadcasts, have them tell you what impressed them most about what they 
saw or heard about Terry Fox. Then have the student choose and complete one of the following 
activities:

Activity 1: A Day in the Life of Terry Fox

Imagine you are Terry Fox running the Marathon of Hope. Write a journal entry that describes 
one day of the Marathon. 

Activity 2: Be the Interviewer

(a) Imagine you are a reporter preparing to interview Terry Fox on the first day of the Marathon 
of Hope. Write down three questions you would ask him. 

(b) Imagine you are a reporter preparing to interview Terry Fox on the last day he ran the 
Marathon of Hope. Write down three questions you would ask him.

(c) Imagine you are Terry Fox. Answer the questions you wrote down in (a) and (b). 

Extension Activities
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DISCUSS AND WRITE

Narrative: Facing Challenge; Making Changes

Terry Fox’s reaction to his illness was an extraordinary one. He responded to this challenge by 
setting a goal to run across Canada to raise money for cancer research. He took action. Discuss 
with the student how facing challenges of different degrees is a fact of everyday life and that 
people react in different ways to challenge. Then ask the student if they, or someone they know, 
has ever responded to a challenge by taking action and making a change in their life. As you 
explore the topic with the student, build an idea map together (see example below). Then have 
the student write about their own, or another’s, hardship and the change that they were inspired 
to make. Encourage the student to use the idea map as a support for their writing.

Unit 1: Terry Fox

What I learned along the way

What kept me going

How I felt My thoughts

What I did What inspired me to take action

My Challenge
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WRITING

Creative Writing: Biographical Poem

One non-threatening way to introduce the student to writing a poem is to provide the student 
with a pattern for a 5-line word cinquain (see example below). Let the student know that there 
is no right or wrong way to write a poem and that everyone can do it. Introduce the idea to 
the student of writing a poem about themselves or someone they know. Suggest to the student 
the person can be, for example, someone they admire, someone famous, or someone they find 
interesting. Use the structure of the cinquain as a support for the student. 

Note: Do not keep to the restrictions of the cinquain pattern if the student has more ideas and 
wants to write more freely.

Cinquain Pattern

Name of the person

Two words to describe the person

Three words to describe this person’s actions

Four more words that relate to the person

Name of person or one final word to describe them

Poem based on above cinquain pattern

Terry Fox

Courageous, determined

Running every day

A Marathon of Hope

Inspirational

Unit 1: Terry Fox
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USE A MAP

Estimate Distances: From Home to Thunder Bay

Terry Fox started his run near St. John’s, Newfoundland. He ran over 5,000 kilometres to 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. Using the map on page 7 in Unit 1, assist the student in locating their 
hometown or city. Using the scale of the map and a ruler, have the student estimate the distance 
between their hometown or city and Thunder Bay. Then have the student (i) estimate how long it 
would take them to run to Thunder Bay and (ii) determine during which part of the day the sun 
would be at their back.

Option: If the student enjoys map work, this activity could be extended to include using road 
maps to map out a specific running route and relief maps to identify land features the student 
would have to run through.

CREATE AN ON-SCREEN COLLAGE

Images of Provinces and Territories

Ask the student what images, or pictures, come to mind when they think about their province 
or territory. Using the name of their province or territory as a search word, have the student 
search Yahoo! Images or Google Images to find images of their province or territory, and then 
choose one image that they feel best represents their region. Have the student place the image 
into a word document. Then using the map of Canada on page 7 in Unit 1 as a reference, have 
the student create an on-screen collage that includes an image for each province and territory in 
Canada. 

Note: Show the student how to draw text boxes in a word document, including how to adjust the 
size of text boxes and format borders using the formatting palette. The student will have more 
control over where the image places on the page if they draw text boxes first. If the text box is 
too big or small for the image, the student can adjust the size of the text box to accommodate the 
image.

Unit 1: Terry Fox
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 2: Viola Desmond

USE THE INTERNET

Viola Desmond: Find Out More

Search CBC News for TV clips on the public apology made to Viola Desmond in 2010; Wanda 
Robson (Viola Desmond’s sister); and Africville, using as a start the search phrase “CBC News 
Viola Desmond” and clicking on Google Videos. While the student views a few TV clips, have 
them listen carefully for new pieces of information. After viewing, have the student write three 
sentences containing new information about Viola’s story. Then have the student go back to the 
Viola Desmond passage on pages 12 and 13 in Unit 2 and decide where their sentences would 
best fit into the passage.

Active Reader Book 3

Extension Activities
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LEARN THROUGH IMAGES

Viola Desmond: Another World?

Explore the student’s impressions of the 1940s. Then have the student choose one of the 
following activities:

Activity 1: Create an On-Screen Collage

Brainstorm with the student the kinds of things that change in society over time (e.g., clothes 
fashions; hairstyles; cars; furniture; prisons; towns and cities, etc.). Then have the student search 
Google Images or Yahoo! Images to build an on-screen collage that creates an impression of 
the world that Viola would have lived in during the 1940s, using search phrases such as “New 
Glasgow 1940s” and “cars 1940s.”

Note: Show the student how to draw text boxes in a word document, including how to adjust 
the size of text boxes and format borders using the formatting palette. The student will have 
more control over where the image places on the page if they draw text boxes first. If the 
text box is too big or small for the image, the student can adjust the size of the text box to 
accommodate the image.

Activity 2: Explore 1940s Ads

Explain to the student that history is not just recorded in written text but also in images (e.g., 
photos, movies, art). Then search Google Images or Yahoo! Images for Canadian ads in the 
1940s, using the search phrase “Canadian ads 1940s.” Scroll through the ads with the student. 
Have the student look for ads that tell them something about life in the 1940s (e.g., smoking 
was much more accepted).

Unit 2: Viola Desmond
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ANALYZE A BOOK

Telling a Story to a Special Audience

Explain to the student that authors often write with a special audience in mind. For example, 
some authors write for women; others write for young adults; still others try to reach as broad 
an audience as possible. Jody Nyasha Warner is the author of Viola Desmond Won’t be Budged. 
This book was written for children aged five to nine. Have the student think about how suitable 
Viola Desmond’s story is for young children. Then provide the student with a copy of Warner’s 
book. Have the student read the book looking to see if the author pays special attention to certain 
parts of the story and leaves other parts out. Have your student think about why this editing may 
occur. 

Note: Warner’s book is most likely available for loan from your public library. If Warner’s book 
is not available, work with children’s books about other well-known people that relate to the 
student’s interests or community.

DO SOME RESEARCH 

Learn about Another Canadian Activist

Encourage the student to learn about another Canadian activist. Some suggestions are David 
Suzuki, Jean Vanier, June Callwood, Rick Hansen, Norman Bethune, and Stephen Lewis. Assist 
the student in searching for videos of the activist online, using Yahoo! Videos and Google Videos 
as a start. After the student has watched a couple of videos and has a sense of who the activist 
is, have them write five questions they would like answered about the activist. Then assist the 
student in finding the answers by searching further online or using print resources.

Unit 2: Viola Desmond
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Unit 2: Viola Desmond

DISCUSSION

Equal Rights: Local Champions

Explore with the student any local examples of a person or a group that has stood up for 
equal rights for others who have been treated as less than equal in their community. Complete 
the activity by answering the questions who, what, where, when, why, and how about these 
individuals or groups. 

APPLY WHAT YOU KNOW

Reading Cartoons

The literacy practice in Unit 2 focuses on reading cartoons. Provide the student with current 
issues of a local newspaper. Have the student find and read a few cartoons. For each cartoon, 
have the student (a) explain the cartoon’s humour and/or message and (b) explain why, or why 
not, they liked the cartoon.

Note: Cartoons in newspapers may be political or of general interest. If the student has an interest 
in current events, they may enjoy the political cartoons. If not, guide them toward the general 
interest cartoons.
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 3: Personal Harassment

CONTACT THE GOVERNMENT

Making a Complaint—Asking a Question

Unit 3 mentions that the Canadian Human Rights Commission has a toll-free number that can be 
found online. Ask the student if they have ever had to deal with a government office, whether on 
a municipal, provincial or federal level. If they feel comfortable, have the student describe their 
experience. Then together choose an issue that the student may be interested in (e.g., lack of bus 
shelters at a specific location; drinking water that has an odd smell; a neighbourhood sidewalk 
in serious disrepair) and together find contact numbers for the appropriate government branch, 
using the Blue Pages from the phone book or online resources. Then have the student write down 
one or two questions they would ask if they contacted that government branch. 

FINDING A VOICE

I Can Vote!

For many adults, it is difficult to find a voice and do something about issues that affect their lives. 
Unit 3 suggests ways to voice concern and do something about personal harassment. Open a 
discussion with the student about other ways that people find a voice (e.g., take part in a radio 
phone-in show; join a community group or an online chat group; write a letter to a newspaper). 
Suggest that one way to find a voice is to vote. Explore the student’s experience with voting: Do 
they vote? Would they like to vote? Do they know if they are on the voting list? Do they know 
how to go about voting? What stands in their way as voters? Then introduce the document I Can 
Vote! A user-friendly guide to voting in Canada (2008). This document was written especially 
for literacy learners who would like to vote in a federal election. It explains the language used 
in referring to elections, the process of an election, and what to expect on election day, with 
illustrations to support the text. I Can Vote! can be viewed online or downloaded in a 58-page 
pdf file. Use the title as a search phrase. 

Active Reader Book 3

Extension Activities
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USE THE INTERNET

Parliament Hill in Ottawa

Federal government services such as the Canadian Human Rights Commission are based in 
Ottawa. Ask the student if they have ever had the opportunity to visit Ottawa. If so, have the 
student share their memories of the experience. Then assist the student in searching online for 
videos of Ottawa, using Google Videos or Yahoo! Videos, and using the list of topics below 
as search phrases. Give the student time to view a few videos. Then have the student pick a 
favourite video and explain the reason for their choice.

Parliament Hill

Library of Parliament Ottawa

Changing the Guard

Ceremonial Guard Ottawa

Rideau Canal

Centennial Fountain Ottawa

RCMP Musical Ride

Note: If the student lives in Ottawa, have them view the videos and tell you what new 
information they learned about Ottawa.

Unit 3: Personal Harassment
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DISCUSS AND WRITE

Written Answers: My First Job

The literacy practice in Unit 3 focuses on want ads. Share with the student experiences from 
the first paid job you ever had (e.g., babysitting, delivering papers, taking care of a neighbour’s 
pet, picking fruit, setting up a lemonade stand). Have the student tell you what their first 
paid job was. Then read through the questions below, one by one, and have the student stop 
you whenever you read out a question they would like to answer. As the student answers the 
questions, compile a list of key vocabulary the student uses. When you come to the end of the 
questions, have the student answer their chosen questions in writing, using the compiled list of 
vocabulary for support. 

How did you hear about and then get the job?

Describe what you had to do at this job.

Describe one experience on the job that you remember clearly.

Describe one person, connected with the job, that you remember clearly.

Describe what you liked about the job, and why.

Describe one thing you would have liked to change about the job. How and why 
would you have changed this one thing?

Describe one time that you can remember spending the money you made from this 
job.

Explain why the job came to an end and how you felt at the time.

What did you learn from this job? What did you learn about yourself?

Think about your age when you had this job. Would you recommend this job to 
someone of the same age? Why or why not?

Note: If the student answered most of the questions, have them choose three to five questions 
to answer in writing, depending on the length of the student’s verbal responses and their 
confidence in writing.

Unit 3: Personal Harassment
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COMMUNICATE IN WRITING

Learn to Write by Writing: Using email

The need to write online has become a necessary skill. The literacy practice in Unit 3 focuses on 
want ads, which give the candidate a choice to apply for jobs by email; contacting government 
services online often requires filling in an online form; many people take advantage of chat 
rooms. If the student has an email account, provide them with an opportunity for writing 
online by communicating with the student once a week by email. In each message, include an 
open-ended question that the student will need to answer fully in replying to you. You might, 
for example, share something that you have seen or read that week that you think would be 
of interest to the student, and ask for the student’s opinion. Reassure the student that the most 
important part of the activity is communication, not correct spelling or grammar. Your email 
may be no more than a few lines long, but the student will be happy to find a message waiting 
for them. This additional writing practice will help the student develop writing fluency and 
confidence. 

Note: If the student does not have an email account, they may be interested in opening one up.  
If so, assist the student in opening up an account.

Unit 3: Personal Harassment
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 4: Getting Along

DISCUSS AND WRITE

Paragraph: An Important Relationship

Have the student think about a person, from their childhood or their adult life, who had a 
positive influence on their life (e.g., a friend; a relative; a person who taught something important 
or provided encouragement and support when needed). Use the questions below to promote 
discussion. As you discuss the topic with the student, build an idea map together (see example 
below). Then assist the student in writing a paragraph about the person. Encourage the student to 
use the idea map as a support for their writing.

Who was the person? When was this? How did you meet?

What did the person do or say? What made this person special?

How were you changed by this person? How was your life changed?

Note: The activity could be adjusted to have the student write about a time when they had a 
positive influence on someone. 

What the person said or did What made the person special

How I was changed How I / the person changed my life

General Information (who, when, …)

Active Reader Book 3

Extension Activities
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DISCUSSION

Change the Conversation: Getting Along with People in Our Lives

The student may not be in the workforce but they will definitely have to get along with many 
people in their everyday lives. Have the student brainstorm all the relationships and situations 
in their lives where they have to get along with others (e.g., friends, family, relatives, children, 
co-renters, neighbours, colleagues at volunteer work, peers in class). Draw a circle and as many 
spokes as needed to represent all the relationships and situations the student thinks of (see 
example below). In turn, discuss each group or situation with the student and the challenges 
in getting along with each group. After the discussion, have the student rank the groups and 
situations from least to most challenging in terms of how easy it is to get along with the group or 
in the situation. 

Then have the student focus on the group or situation they ranked as most challenging and think 
of a specific time getting along with someone was a challenge. Encourage the student to describe 
the conversation they had with the person, or recreate the conversation through role play, with 
the student taking the lead. Then discuss positive ways in which the conversation can be changed 
to end on a more positive note, using the content in Unit 4 as a starting point. Role-play the new 
conversation. 

Option: Role play is not easy for some people. If the student is uncomfortable with role play, 
assist them in writing out the conversation.

Immediate family

Church choir

Kids’ teachers

In-laws

Volunteers at  
Meals on Wheels

People in my life

Unit 4: Getting Along
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STEP TOWARD BEING ASSERTIVE

Just Say No

Open a discussion with the student about how saying no can be very difficult for many people. 
Ask the student (a) why they think some people have trouble saying no and (b) how they (the 
student) feels when they have to say no, and why. Then assist the student in writing out a 
conversation they had in a specific situation in which they had difficulty saying no. With the 
student, discuss how to change the conversation so that they are more able to say no with 
confidence. Have the student rewrite the conversation, based on your discussion. Read the 
rewritten conversation out loud, with the student taking their own part. Then have the student 
think about and discuss what effects saying no would have on them and others involved in the 
situation. After this discussion, have the student look at the written conversation again and 
suggest changes or additions, if any.

As a follow-up, have the student pick and imagine themselves in one of the following situations. 
Have the student write out a dialogue in which they are able to say no. 

It is getting late. A relative phones. They want to come over for a visit. You would 
rather they didn’t because you have to get up early tomorrow.

A friend has been going through a difficult situation for a number of months and you 
have listened many times to the story. She asks you over to her place one day to watch 
a movie. You know she is going to talk about the same problem again. You would 
rather not go.

You are allergic to cigarette smoke. A friend who knows this lights up a cigarette close 
by you. As she lights up, she says, “We’re outside. This won’t bother you, right?” You 
don’t want her to smoke. 

Unit 4: Getting Along
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READING PEOPLE

What are They Saying?

Open a discussion with the student about body language, providing a couple of examples (e.g., 
smiling; nodding your head; crossing your arms). Brainstorm with the student other examples 
of body language. If the student has trouble thinking of examples, give them a focus by asking, 
for example: How do you know someone is bored? Surprised? Angry? Then provide the student 
with a number of pictures from magazines that show people in social situations. Include one 
of a person who is alone. Together with the student, create speech and thought bubbles for the 
pictures, using the situation, facial expressions, and body language to give clues as to what the 
characters might be thinking and feeling. As a follow-up, have the student pick their favourite 
picture and imagine what may have come before the scenario in the picture and what may come 
afterwards.

Option: Use your and/or the student’s personal photos instead of pictures from other sources, if 
both you and the student feel comfortable doing so.

DISCUSSION

All I Ever Really Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten (Robert Fulghum)

Robert Fulgham’s simple list of the lessons taught to preschoolers relates to coexisting at peace 
with others in the world, and can be enjoyable to share with students. Using the title as a search 
phrase results in finding a written copy of Fulgham’s lessons as well as a number of short video 
clips that present the lessons in a variety of ways. Provide the student with a copy of the text. The 
focus of discussion could centre around one or more of the following:

Additions and subtractions the student might like to make to the list

Reminiscences for the student of their own or their children’s experiences 

What each lesson listed might mean when related to adult life 

As a follow-up, assist the student in searching online for a short biography of Robert Fulgham.

Unit 4: Getting Along
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 5: Food Poisoning

APPLY WHAT YOU KNOW

Traffic Light Foods

Unit 5 focuses on fighting bacteria and reducing food poisoning. Have your student brainstorm 
a list of foods that they purchase regularly. Have the student think about what they have in the 
fridge, in each food cupboard, and on shelves. Then have the student draw on a piece of paper 
three large circles: one red circle, one orange circle, one green circle. Have the student review 
their list of foods and copy the food names into the red circle (foods that need very special care to 
fight bacteria), the orange circle (foods that need some special care) or the green circle (foods that 
need little care to fight bacteria). Have the student describe what special care each food in the red 
and orange circles needs, using what the they learned in Unit 5 together with their background 
knowledge about food handling.

LITERACY PRACTICE

Check Expiry Dates

Expiry dates are usually abbreviated date forms which are not always obvious, and they can 
be found in a variety of places on product packaging. Provide the student with a variety of 
packaging that has an expiry date. For each item of packaging, discuss how easy or hard it was to 
find and decipher the expiry date. 

Option: Take a trip to a local food store with the student. Check out expiry dates with the 
intention of giving the student a sense of how long different types of food products will remain 
fresh or safe to use (e.g., dairy products; canned products such as fish and vegetables; soup; 
condiments).

Active Reader Book 3

Extension Activities
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CHECK WHAT YOU KNOW

Fight Bacteria – Can we learn anything new?

The passage in Unit 5 advises that good food handling includes washing hands carefully,  
which helps fight bacteria. Ask the student to explain what they believe it means to wash hands 
carefully. Encourage the student to be as detailed as possible. Work together to record ideas.  
Then have the student compare their ideas with information from one or more of these sources: 

An online video clip about handwashing

An online poster about washing hands (Yahoo! Images or Google Images  
offer a number of posters that show good handwashing practice.)

The Canadian Partnership for Consumer Food Safety Education  
at www.canfightbac.org

A pamphlet from a pharmacy or clinic

Discuss any new or surprising information the student encountered.

Note: The passage in Unit 5 also advises keeping cutting boards clean. This activity could  
be repeated to focus on keeping kitchen surfaces clean and then exploring with the student  
if any new information they encountered would encourage them to do anything different  
in their own lives. 

Unit 5: Food Poisoning
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CREATE A SURVEY

Are You Good at Fighting Bacteria?

Assist the student in brainstorming and compiling a written list of tips on fighting bacteria. 
Encourage the student to draw from their background knowledge and experience; what they 
learned in Unit 5; what they learned through discussions; and information they encountered when 
completing other extension activities in this unit. Try to compile a list of ten tips. Then explain to 
the student that they are going to create a survey. Have the student rewrite their tips as a list of 
yes/no questions, to create the survey. Have the student take the survey and then respond to the 
results by considering the following questions:

Do you have a lot of “no” responses?

Are there behaviours you should change? Which behaviours would be easy to change?

Are there behaviours you would like to change but find difficult to change? If yes, what 
are the blocks to changing these behaviours? What are possible ways to deal with the 
blocks?

As a follow-up, assist the student in turning their survey into a word document and printing 
copies so others can take the survey.

Are You at a Risk of Food Poisoning?

Name or Place Yes No

Do you read expiry dates?

Do you wash your hands before handling food?

Do you put leftovers in the fridge within two hours?

Unit 5: Food Poisoning
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 6: Skin Cancer

EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Preventing Skin Cancer

Health Canada makes available a number of pamphlets at www.hc-sc.gc.ca that provide more 
details about topics touched on in Unit 6. The pamphlets can be downloaded and printed as pdf 
files from the Healthy Living/Sun Safety page on the website, or they can be obtained as hard 
copies from Health Canada. Topics include Sunscreens; Sunglasses; Babies, Children and Sun 
Safety; and Preventing Skin Cancer. Explore which of the topics interest the student. Assist the 
student in reading the pamphlet by looking together at the title, any headings and pictures, and 
bulleted lists.

Note: The language level of pamphlets often presents a challenge to students, but when interest in 
the content is high, students will appreciate strategies that help them draw out key information.

APPLY WHAT YOU KNOW

Compare Sunscreen Labels

Bring in one or two sunscreen containers. Draw a table that will support the student in 
comparing the label information of the new containers with the label used in the literacy  
practice on page 57 in Unit 6. Compare (a) the SPF (sun protection factor) of the sunscreens,  
(b) protection against UVA (Ultraviolet A) rays and UVB (Ultraviolet B) rays, and (c) resistance  
to water. Then have the student decide which sunscreen offers the best protection and which 
would be a better choice for a day at the beach.

Active Reader Book 3

Extension Activities
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Sunscreen 1 (pg. 57) Sunscreen 2 Sunscreen 3

SPF

UVA or UVB or Both

Water Resistant?

Note: The student may be interested in a more detailed explanation of the sun protection factor 
(SPF). A pamphlet on sunscreens that provides an accessible explanation is available at the Health 
Canada website at www.hc-sc.gc.ca on the Healthy Living/Sun Safety page.

DISCUSS AND WRITE

The Sun in a Positive Light

Unit 6 emphasizes the need to take care in the sun. Check that the student understands the 
meaning of “positive” and “negative.” Then open a discussion about the positive aspects of the 
sun by asking the following questions:

What positive effects does the sun have on your life?

Why is the sun important to Earth? the natural world?

How is the sun important to humans’ survival?

Then have the student imagine what life would be like if the sun’s rays could not reach us for 
some reason for months on end. Have the student describe both short and longer term effects. 
Then have the student complete the following sentence frames:

If the sun could not reach me, I would _________________________________________ .

If the sun could not reach the Earth, humans ___________________________________ .

If the sun could not reach the Earth, __________________________________________ .

Unit 6: Skin Cancer
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USE THE INTERNET

An Ounce of Prevention

Units 5 and 6 focus on preventing food poisoning and skin cancer. Discuss the meaning of the 
following quote with the student:

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Then brainstorm with the student things that people try to prevent (e.g., specific health issues 
such as colds, flu, high blood pressure, back pain; accidents in the home; break-ins; being ripped 
off by a telephone scam; forest fires; getting a fine of some sort). Have the student choose one 
prevention topic from the list and suggest prevention tips. Compile a list of the student’s tips. 
Then assist the student in finding two video clips on the topic, using Yahoo! Videos or Google 
Videos. After the student views two video clips, have them adjust their list of tips according to the 
information they saw and heard on the video clips.

Then open a discussion on how to know if information online comes from a trustworthy source. 
Explain to the student that anyone can set up a website and present any information they want. 
Assist the student in analyzing the credibility of the video they viewed by asking the following 
questions:

Was the video made by a credible source, like an organization or foundation?

Who is the speaker? Why should we believe the speaker? Does the speaker provide 
their name and a way to contact them?

Does the speaker provide a lot of facts? If so, do we know where the speaker gets  
their facts from?

Unit 6: Skin Cancer
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WRITING

A Summer Scene: An Eye for Detail

It is the detail that makes descriptive writing interesting, but this can be difficult for reluctant 
writers. Bring in a number of pictures from the summer editions of magazines. Make sure 
the pictures have a lot of detail in them (e.g., lots of people; a busy street scene; an extensive 
landscape). Have a ruler, a pen, and perhaps a magnifying glass at hand. Help the student develop 
an eye for detail by following these steps: 

Step 1: Have the student choose one picture and write one sentence about it.

Step 2: Draw a line through the middle of the picture. Have the student pick one half  
of the picture, focus closely on it, and write a sentence describing what they observe.

Step 3: Draw a second line dividing the picture into quarters. Have the student pick  
a quarter, focus carefully on it, and write a sentence describing what they observe.

Step 4: Draw two more lines dividing the picture into eighths. Repeat the process 
described above.

Step 5: Draw two more lines dividing the picture into sixteenths. Repeat the process 
described above.

 
Ask the student if they were surprised at how much they noticed as they went through the 
activity. As a follow-up, have the student choose a comfortable location outside and observe what 
is going on around them. 

Note: Encourage the student to use active verbs (e.g., “Lots of people are rushing through the 
streets” as opposed to “There are a lot of people”) when composing their descriptive sentences.

Unit 6: Skin Cancer
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WRITING

List Poem: Sunlight

Encourage the student to try their hand at writing a poem. Let the student know that there is 
no right or wrong way to write a poem and that everyone can do it. One non-threatening way 
to introduce the student to writing a poem is to write a list poem. Assist the student in finding 
images of sunlight online, using the search word “sunlight” in Yahoo! Images or Google Images. 
Have the student scroll through the images and write down, on separate pieces of card, a total 
of eight words and/or phrases that are inspired by the images of sunlight they see. Have the 
student choose six phrases and arrange them in a list. Encourage the student to move the phrases 
around until they like the way their poem sounds. The list poem can begin and end with the word 
“sunlight.”

Here is an example of a list poem: 

Sunlight

Sunlight

Unit 6: Skin Cancer

Golden mountain tops

A blood red sky

Pink and purple water

Clouds edged in silver

Sunrise

Sunset
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 7: Deepwater

EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE

Deepwater Horizon Comes to Life

Use an atlas or an online map to find the approximate location of the Deepwater Horizon 
disaster. Then assist the student in searching for images and videos about the Deepwater Horizon 
disaster (Gulf oil spill) in order to bring the content of the passage in Unit 7 to life. A good start 
would be to search images and videos through Google or Yahoo!. Another source is the National 
Geographic website. A video and photos can be accessed, using the search phrase “National 
Geographic video gulf oil spill.” After the student has viewed a few videos and scrolled through 
images, have them complete the following sentences:

I expected to see  ___________________________________________________________________ .

I was surprised to see _______________________________________________________________ .

I think the oil spill  _________________________________________________________________ .

I have a better understanding of  _____________________________________________________ .

I hope  ____________________________________________________________________________ .

Active Reader Book 3

Extension Activities
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USE THE INTERNET

The Irving Whale: A Canadian Environmental Story

On September 10, 1970, the Irving Whale, a barge with a cargo of heavy oil, sunk off the coast 
of Prince Edward Island. The barge was eventually raised in 1995. Short television and radio 
broadcast clips of the sinking and raising of the Irving Whale can be accessed on the CBC 
Archives website, using the search phrase “CBC Archives sinking of Irving Whale.” Have the 
student view and listen to the clips, which run in length from a couple of minutes to ten minutes. 
As the student goes through the clips, have them (a) piece together the story of The Irving Whale, 
answering the questions who, what, where, when, why, and how and (b) find out why action was 
eventually taken to raise the tanker from the sea bed.

Option: In a class situation, assign students to different clips. Then have the students exchange 
what they learned in order to piece the story together. 

APPLY WHAT YOU KNOW

Cause and Effect: Environmental Effects

The Deepwater Horizon disaster had far-reaching effects on the environment, animals, 
and people. Ask the student if they remember hearing about a similar or other man-made 
environmental event in the media, whether local or more distant (e.g., contaminants being 
dumped in a nearby water source; hazardous material leaking or spilling; an explosion or 
accident of some sort releasing toxic material). Discuss what possible effects the event may have 
had on the environment and surrounding community. Then have the student draw a cause and 
effect idea map, using the idea maps on page 65 in Unit 7 as examples. 

Option: If the student is unfamiliar with broader environmental events, centre the discussion and 
activity around an accident in the home or workplace.

Unit 7: Deepwater
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WRITING

Responsibility: Take It or Avoid It

Ask the student if they have heard the phrase “pass the buck,” 
and what it means to them. Remind the student of how various 
groups involved in the Deepwater Horizon disaster tried to 
pass the buck by blaming other groups for the explosion and 
fire. Ask the student (a) what effects playing the “blame game” 
during the Deepwater disaster might have had and (b) how 
effective they think playing the blame game is in life generally. 
Then have the student think of an instance where they have seen 
the blame game played closer to home (e.g., in their childhood; 
between their own children; with friends; or at work). Have the 
student tell the story through considering the questions below. 
Then record the story by having the student write it down, with 
the required support, or by using the Language Experience 
Approach. 

Who was playing the blame game? Why do you think  
they were playing the blame game?

Did someone finally take responsibility for what happened?  
Why or why not?

Who was affected by the blame game? How?

What finally happened?

The Language Experience 
Approach (LEA) is an 
approach to reading 
instruction based on stories 
developed from personal 
experiences of the learner. 
The educator acts as scribe 
to write down the learner’s 
story. The story is read 
together so the learner 
can associate the written 
form of the word with the 
spoken.

Unit 7: Deepwater
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WRITING

List Poem: Heat and Light—An Appreciation

The literacy practice in Unit 7 focuses on reading a pie graph showing how we use energy in 
our homes. In the Canadian climate, energy is used to provide basic necessities as well as simple 
pleasures. Have the student use all their senses—touch, smell, hearing, sight, taste—to imagine 
a scene or an occasion when heat and/or light was very welcome to them (e.g., the joy of a hot 
shower; entering a warm home on a freezing winter day; putting on dry clothes after time out 
in the cold and wet; enjoying a cool evening around a bonfire). Have the student describe the 
experience in detail. Record any descriptive words and phrases the student uses, placing each on a 
separate card. Then encourage the student to try their hand at writing a list poem. Let the student 
know that there is no right or wrong way to write a list poem and that everyone can do it. Have 
the student choose six words and/or phrases that they like and arrange them in a list. Encourage 
the student to move the phrases around until they like the way their poem sounds. Here is an 
example of a list poem: 

Heat

Heat
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Pellets of snow

Snug

Ears burn

Wrapped in a thick quilt

Howling wind

A steaming cup of tea
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 8: The Cleanup

RESPOND TO A SONG

Think Positive: The Dark Cloud with a Silver Lining

Unit 8 looks at a disaster and looks to find an optimistic approach to the situation; the 
vocabulary item for the unit was “optimistic.” Open a discussion with the student about 
pessimism and optimism, and how choosing to respond to situations in either one of these 
ways—pessimistically or optimistically—can affect the way we travel in the world. The student 
may benefit from talking about whether they believe they have a natural tendency to be optimistic 
or pessimistic, and how this aspect of their nature affects them. 

Then search online for a copy of the lyrics and a video presentation of the song “Hey You,” 
which was performed by Madonna at the 2007 Live Earth concert. The official music video, 
which can be accessed through YouTube, features images of environmental concerns the 
world needs to address; the song, however, has an optimistic message. After viewing a video 
presentation of the song and reading the lyrics together with the student, ask the student (a) what 
environmental issues they remember being featured in the video and (b) in what way the song 
was optimistic. Then have the student finish these sentences in writing with their ideas:

Watching the video made me feel  ____________________________________________________

because  __________________________________________________________________________ .

The words of the song made me feel  __________________________________________________

because  __________________________________________________________________________ .

I can change the world a little today by  _______________________________________________ .

Active Reader Book 3
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USE THE INTERNET

Common Items—Unusual Uses

Ask the student if they were surprised to hear that human hair was useful in cleaning up the 
oil spill, and that turtles were fed mayonnaise and vegetable oils to help them recover from the 
toxic oil spill. Then ask the student if they have any tips of their own for using everyday items 
for something other than what they were intended for. Compile a list. Then assist the student in 
searching for other unusual uses of common household items, using the search phrases “everyday 
items unusual uses” or “everyday items creative uses,” as a start. Have the student add to their 
list a few tips they discover and would like to try. Choose a few tips yourself to try out. Then you 
and the student can report back on how well the tips worked. As a follow-up, revisit the sites you 
and the student searched and post comments about how effective the tips were.

Note: As you view sites with the student, take the opportunity to help them judge those sites that 
are mainly advertising products, rather than providing useful information to the public. 

Unit 8: The Cleanup
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RESPOND TO A POEM

Paint a Picture in Your Mind

Unit 8 is introduced with the proverb “Every cloud has a silver lining.” Ask the student to close 
their eyes and think of clouds. Give the student a few moments to create an image of clouds in 
their mind. Ask the student to describe what they see (e.g., the colour and texture of the clouds; 
the movement of the clouds; whether the clouds are high or low in the sky). Explain to the 
student that they have just painted a picture of clouds in their mind. Then have the student close 
their eyes again, listen, and paint a picture in their minds as you read out loud the verse below 
from a poem by William Wordsworth (1770–1850). Pause after descriptive phrases to give the 
student time to paint their mental picture. Pause a few moments after you read the last phrase of 
the poem. Then have the student, with their eyes still closed if they feel comfortable, describe the 
picture of the poem they painted in their mind.

I wandered lonely as a cloud 

That floats on high over vales* and hills, 

When all at once I saw a crowd, 

A host*, of golden daffodils; 

Beside the lake, beneath the trees, 

Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.

Note: vales: old word for valleys / host: large number

Now ask the student the following questions:

How did the poem make you feel? Why?

How did you feel as you listened to the poem and painted the picture in your mind?

Was it easy or hard to paint the picture in your mind? Explain why.

Unit 8: The Cleanup
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WRITING

From Sentences to Poems: Animals and Wildlife

Many of the people who volunteered to take part in the cleanup of the Deepwater Horizon oil 
spill worked with animals. Ask the student if they would volunteer to help save animals if they 
found themselves in similar circumstances, and why or why not. Then explore the student’s 
experiences with wildlife, or animals of any kind (e.g., having a pet; rescuing an animal; collecting 
insects as a child; learning about or having an interest in a certain animal). Have the student tell 
you about the experience. Then have the student write down in sentence form six details they told 
you about their experience. Provide the student with as much support as needed.

As a follow-up, and if the student is a confident writer, work together with the student to turn 
their sentences into an acrostic poem. Use the animal featured along with words and phrases in 
the student’s sentences as a base for the poem. Here is an example of an acrostic poem about a 
befriended squirrel that became a nuisance.

 S quirrel.

 Q uiet animal, except for when she screeched at the cat

 U nder the tree

 I n the back alley.

 R acing from food source to food source

 R unning along wires and fence tops, getting into

 E verything.

 L eaving a trail of cracked

 S eed shells and pods.

Unit 8: The Cleanup
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VIEW AND DISCUSS

Advocate through Movies

Many movies, such as Erin Brockovitch, send a message as well as entertain. Do a quick search 
online to find a list of top environmental (or green) movies. With the student, read through the 
results and choose a movie to watch. After watching the movie, discuss with the student (a) 
what the movie says about the environment and (b) whether the movie left the viewer feeling 
pessimistic or optimistic about the state of the Earth’s environment and its future. 

Note: Many movies are available for loan through the local library.

Unit 8: The Cleanup
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 9: Workers’ Rights

USE THE INTERNET

Create an On-Screen Collage: Strikes Then and Now

Search for free online images in Google Images or Yahoo! Images of both the Winnipeg General 
Strike and recent labour strikes, using the search phrases “Winnipeg General Strike” and “labour 
strikes 20_ _ “ as starting points. Have the student scroll through the images that come up in each 
search. Then assist the student in creating an on-screen collage by dragging into a word document 
the images that stand out for them in both searches. Discuss with the student the similarities and 
differences they notice between the images of the Winnipeg General Strike and the more current 
strike images in their collage. 

Note: Show the student how to draw text boxes in a word document, including how to adjust  
the size of text boxes and format borders using the formatting palette. The student will have  
more control over where the image places on the page if they draw text boxes first. If the text  
box is too big or small for the image, the student can adjust the size of the text box to 
accommodate the image.

DISCUSS AND RESEARCH

Strikes and Workers’ Rights Today: Making a Link

Open a discussion with the student about recent strikes. Have there been any strikes that the 
student is aware of? Has there been a strike that touched the student’s life in any way, or the 
life of a family member or friend? Has the student been involved in a strike action where they 
work? Are they, or someone they know, a member of a union? What does the student know 
about unions today? Then research together, using print, library or online resources, the reasons 
behind a recent strike and how it was settled (i.e. Were the workers ordered back to work by 
government, or did the union and the employer reach an agreement on their own?) 

Active Reader Book 3
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Note: If the student is not aware of any strikes, then take this opportunity to practise narrowing 
down a search to find Canadian strikes in the recent past. Choose one of the strikes and  
research it.

RESPOND TO A SONG

Canning Salmon: Working Conditions

Assist the student in finding online a copy of the lyrics to Canning Salmon by Linda Chobotuk 
(1985), using the search phrase “Canning Salmon Linda Chobotuk.” The song is about the 
inequity and dangers faced by men and women in the fishing industry. Read the lyrics together 
with the student. After reading the lyrics, encourage discussion by asking the student the 
following questions: 

What did you learn about working in a canning factory?

Imagine you are a worker in the canning factory that the song describes. What do you 
have in common with the workers who took part in the Winnipeg Strike in terms of 
working conditions? What issues are different? 

Which lyrics stood out for you? Why?

How did the song make you feel? Why?

As a follow-up, have the student imagine they work in the canning factory described in the song. 
Have the student write up a list of things they would like to change in their workplace, using the 
lyrics of the song as a support for their writing.

Note: The student may enjoy hearing the song. Performances of the song are limited on the 
Internet. You can most likely find a rendition of the song at the local library.

Unit 9: Workers’ Rights
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DISCUSS AND WRITE

Sentences: Standing up for What You Believe in

Have the student think about an issue that they believe in strongly enough to make a stand (e.g., 
improving lighting in their community; extending bus routes; making daycare more accessible). 
Ask the student (a) why they believe strongly in this issue, (b) if they would be willing to march 
with others to support this issue, and why or why not, and (c) what they would be willing to do 
to take a stand on this issue. Then have the student complete these sentences: 

I believe strongly in  __________________________________________________________ .

I believe in this issue because  __________________________________________________ .

I would be willing to  _________________________________________________________ .

Note: The student may be active in supporting an issue. If so, adjust the activity to focus on the 
student’s experience(s) with making a stand in support of that issue.

KEEP HISTORY ALIVE

The mini-lesson in Unit 9 includes a timeline of how Labour Day came into being. Find out 
what Labour Day means to the student. Research with the student any celebrations, sporting 
events, festivals, marches or fireworks that usually take place in their community or city to mark 
Labour Day. If the student has never seen a Labour Day march/parade, search for online videos, 
using “Canadian Labour Day marches 20_ _,” as a start, to see how the legacy of the Winnipeg 
General Strike is being kept alive by labour unions in Canada. Then have the student think of 
ways that their community or city keeps history alive (e.g., preservation of old buildings; parks, 
streets or bridges named after famous people; city murals or sculptures that depict moments of 
history). The student may take an interest in a particular event or person (e.g., the person a street 
is named after). If so, assist the student in researching the event or person. 

Unit 9: Workers’ Rights
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CREATE A TIMELINE

The mini-lesson in Unit 9 focuses on timelines. Explain to the student that they are going to 
create a timeline. Begin by having the student choose a person in their life that they know well 
and have known for a long time. Then discuss with the student the important events in that 
person’s life that they want to enter on the timeline. Births, marriages, moves, and any other event 
that the student feels comfortable recording could be entered on the timeline. Using as examples 
the timelines on pages 84 and 85, assist the student in creating their timeline. Use a ruler and 
squared (graph) paper. Begin the timeline with the first year of the decade in which the person 
was born (e.g., 1940, 1950, etc.). Assist the student in completing their timeline.

Unit 9: Workers’ Rights
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Note to the educator: The following activities were designed to be approached collaboratively for 
student enrichment. Please choose and adjust questions and activities according to the specific 
needs and experiences of the student.

Unit 10: Father of Medicare

USE THE INTERNET

Tommy in Action

The CBC Digital Archives and YouTube offer a number of radio and video clips highlighting 
Tommy Douglas’s career. Explore these online resources with the student to allow them to hear 
Douglas’s voice and experience his message in visual form. After viewing and listening to a few 
clips, ask the student if they would vote for someone like Tommy Douglas, and why or why not. 

Note: YouTube offers an entertaining animated version of the allegory Mouseland, which explains 
why the NDP was founded. The same video features Kiefer Sutherland, Douglas’s grandson, 
introducing the clip and Douglas, who tells the story of Mouseland. The content lends itself to a 
discussion of people’s opinions of and perceptions of the government and political parties.

DISCUSS AND WRITE

Paragraph: Childhood Experiences—Adult Goals

Childhood illness and nearly losing a leg had a big influence on Tommy Douglas; he was 
determined to make good health care available to everyone, as it had been made available to him 
when he needed it. Also, Douglas had to leave school early to help earn money for his family, so 
he understood the concerns of the ordinary worker who worried about getting and keeping a job. 
Ask the student what effect they think their experiences growing up have had on what they want 
to do (or have done) in life. Ask the student how earlier experiences made them determined both 
to achieve goals and to avoid doing certain things. Record the student’s ideas and develop a web. 
Then have the student write a paragraph about a goal they have (or have had) in life and what 
they think helped them come to that goal. Encourage the student to use the web as a support for 
their writing. 

Active Reader Book 3
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DISCUSS AND WRITE

Sentences: Chance Occurrences

As a child, Tommy Douglas saw the workers’ strike. It seems likely that this event helped Douglas 
become the person he grew up to be. Chance occurrences can lead to both positive and negative 
outcomes for people. Ask the student if they can think of a chance occurrence (e.g., meeting 
someone, seeing or hearing something, a stroke of luck) they experienced that led to a major 
outcome in their life, whether positive or negative. Then have the student complete three cause 
and effect sentences that relate to their lives, using the template below. If necessary, adjust the 
template so that it suits the student’s situation. 

If _________________________________ had/had not _________________________________ , 

then _________________________ would have/would not have _________________________ .

Examples: 

If I had not met Jean, I would never have known about co-op housing.

If my grandfather had not left me money, I would never have been able to buy a car.

DO SOME RESEARCH

The Greatest Canadian

Tommy Douglas was named The Greatest Canadian of all time after votes were cast by the people 
of Canada in response to a CBC competition in 2004. The top ten people voted for were:

Unit 10: Father of Medicare

Tommy Douglas

Terry Fox

Pierre Trudeau

Sir Frederick Banting

David Suzuki

Lester B. Pearson

Don Cherry

Sir John A. MacDonald

Alexander Graham Bell

Wayne Gretzky
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Ask the student if they heard about Tommy Douglas before reading Unit 10 and who they 
consider to be the greatest Canadian of all time, and why. Then share the list of top 10 Canadians 
with the student. Have the student choose one person they would like to know more about. 
(If the student’s earlier choice of greatest Canadian does not appear on the list, give them the 
option to research that person.) Before they begin researching, have the student write down five 
questions they would like answered about the person. Encourage the student to use a variety of 
question words: who, what, where, when, why, and how. Assist the student in their research, 
using both print and online resources, including images and video clips. As you research together, 
have the student record at least five facts about the person. As a follow-up, help the student 
create a timeline of the person’s life, using the facts they have recorded, or have the student write 
a cinquain poem about the person (see Unit 1 extension activities). 

Note: A short video naming Tommy Douglas as the winner of The Greatest Canadian competition 
and with brief speaking clips of Douglas can be found at the CBC Digital Archives site. The clip 
is named “And the Greatest Canadian of All time is… .”

DISCUSSION

Idiom: The Wrong Side of the Tracks

The passage in Unit 10 states that Tommy Douglas knew what 
it was like to grow up on the wrong side of the tracks. The 
idiom “the wrong side of the tracks” refers to a poorer or less 
prestigious part of a city or town. Share the meaning of the 
idiom with the student. Then ask the student to think about 
the neighbourhoods and communities that make up their town 
or city. Discuss how neighbourhoods and communities that 
make up a city or town are different from one another, and 
possible reasons why. The discussion might broaden to include 
perceptions people have about others in society, and why.

Unit 10: Father of Medicare

An idiom is a phrase that 
when read as a whole has 
a different meaning from 
the literal meaning of the 
words used in the phrase.
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WRITING

Poem: Holidays

The literacy practice in Unit 10 focuses on a chart showing holidays in Canada. Ask the student 
what their favourite holiday is. Have the student tell you (a) why it is their favourite holiday and 
(b) what thoughts and feelings come to mind when they think about the holiday. Then encourage 
the student to try their hand at writing a list poem (see Unit 6 extension activities) or an acrostic 
poem (see Unit 8 extension activities) about their favourite holiday. Let the student know that 
there is no right or wrong way to write a poem and that everyone can do it. Here are examples 
showing a list poem and an acrostic poem about Labour Day.

Labour Day

Labour Day

Unit 10: Father of Medicare

   Labour Day

 L abour Day

 A n end of summer

 B rings fall

 O utdoor colours

 U nexpected frost

 R eflects the sunlight

 D ays will fly by now

 A nother year will end

 Y ikes!

The start of autumn

Time for myself

My favourite season

The end of summer

Kids go to school


